
LAURA LYSAGHT

ABOUT ME 

I am a third year here at UCD studying Plant
biology. 
I have a huge passion for Science, which I
broadcast rather frequently, that I hope to share
with you all.   I am hard-working, extremely
extroverted and a huge nerd. You can probably
see me running between classes with a million
bags and my big white coat. Legend has it you
can summon me with potted plants.  
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WHY VOTE
FOR ME? 

EXPERIENCE

MISSION

 Representative for different fields
in secondary school including 

1.

Environmental rep  
Class rep 

 Events officer for Sci-fi  and
Fantasy society here in UCD

2.

In the position of Science officer, I would try to
make science hub a more helpful study space.
No more cracking backs as you try to get an
assignment written, or study for a difficult exam.
After speaking with many students on issues
they have encountered in Science hub, this was
at the forefront of many people’s minds. So one
of my main focuses would be to obtain better
tables that help students with their copious
amounts of work and more cubbies for a
comfortable experience. 

1.

As well as that, I would advocate for more
support to students with better breaks during  
the terms, and stricter policies regarding video
recordings of lectures for those who can’t make
it with illnesses and housing,  and also to make
sure lecture slides are provided before the
lectures which many said was not being done.  

2. A society grows great when
old men plant trees whose
shade they know they shall  

never sit in.
-Greek proverb

Community is everything. Throughout my years in
Science, this sentiment has rung true. 
From the friends who stress with you during exam
week after you forgot the name of some random
protein. That send stupid memes when your group
collectively messed up a lab. That wait for you to pack
your things so you can make it to Pi cafe before the line,
and then wait again when it has snaked around the
corner because you took too long. 
To the professors and assistants who extend your
assignments after another meltdown. That offer support
when the pressure is too much. That make you work
hard for the dream you want. 
My goal is to make next year a fun experience that
brings the community together. To provide a helping
hand to course representatives and students. To build
from what we have.     

MY COMMUNITY


